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The last decades have seen a surge
in research into interval timing (for
recent reviews, see Merchant et al., 2013;
Wittmann, 2013; Allman et al., 2014;
van Rijn et al., 2014), with some work
focussing on the more abstract mech-
anisms underlying interval timing (e.g.,
Taatgen et al., 2007) or the role of cogni-
tive faculties such as memory and decision
processes on interval timing tasks (e.g.,
Taatgen and van Rijn, 2011; Shi et al.,
2013), but a large proportion of the work
focuses the neural substrates of human
(e.g., Kononowicz and van Rijn, 2011;
Wiener et al., 2012; Kononowicz and Van
Rijn, 2014) and animal (e.g., Díaz-Mataix
et al., 2013; Bartolo et al., 2014; Cheng
et al., 2014) timing processes. Based on
this work, we are getting closer to unravel-
ing the biological mechanisms underlying
interval timing.

Interestingly, although an accurate
sense of the passing of time at short
timeframes (e.g., less than a couple of
seconds) is an important building block
in many cognitive tasks, many papers—
including some of our own—still use
rather hackneyed examples such as the
timing involved in deciding whether to
brake when a traffic light turn yellow to
stress the importance of interval timing
in every days tasks. Although timing is
obviously involved in such real world
tasks, the complexities of these tasks are
far removed from the simple paradigms
using in interval timing studies. For one, in
many real-world timing tasks, the tempo-
ral stimulus has a direct relevance for the
person doing the timing, whereas in most
laboratory experiments the participant

is asked to time an external stimulus—
a distinction which can be compared to
a first vs. a third-person perspective on
time. These discrepancies make it diffi-
cult to generalize from the highly specific
experiments in the lab to the psychology
of timing as observed in the real world
(see also Matthews and Meck, 2014), with
a possible exception for studies on target
interception (for a review, see Merchant
and Georgopoulos, 2006). Although lit-
erature does list a number of papers in
which interval timing aspects are being
studied in the real world (e.g., Ten Bosch
et al., 2005; Miller and Fu, 2007), those
studies are often not focused on the mech-
anisms underlying timing, or require large
databases with naturalistic data. To ensure
that interval timing does not follow the
path of some other fields of science—
where no one apart from the researchers
active in that field remember why a partic-
ular phenomenon was interesting enough
to study—we should study interval tim-
ing not just in artificial tasks that are
specifically created to test a particular phe-
nomenon, but also in tasks that have a
clear analog to complex, real-life interval
timing tasks.

To demonstrate the viability of
this approach, below I will discuss a
simple experiment based on a proto-
typical interval-timing paradigm (e.g.,
Kononowicz and Van Rijn, 2014) set in the
context of the evaluation of the speed of a
car from a first-person perspective (e.g., as
driver or co-driver).

Theories of human time perception
typically assume a clock that provides tem-
poral information to decision processes

(van Rijn et al., 2011). Although the exact
formulation of this clock is still subject
of discussion (see for a review, van Rijn
et al., 2014), most theories assume that
the information emitted by this clock is
relatively stable over time. However, both
endogenous (e.g., neurochemical fluctua-
tions, Coull et al., 2011) and exogenous
manipulations (e.g., contextual changes,
van Rijn and Taatgen, 2008; Lui et al.,
2011; or manipulations of expectancy, e.g.,
Tse et al., 2004; see Grondin, 2001, for
an extensive review) affect interval tim-
ing. For example, if the display duration
of a moving stimulus has to be estimated,
a positive correlation is found between
speed and the estimated display duration
(e.g., Brown, 1995; Kline and Reed, 2012,
see also Roelofs and Zeeman, 1951–1952),
if a stimulus is perceived to move toward
an observer it is perceived as having a
longer duration than when the same stim-
ulus is presented as a static image or is
perceived to be moving away (e.g., van
Wassenhove et al., 2008; New and Scholl,
2009; Wittmann et al., 2010), or if the
environment in which a temporal stimu-
lus is presented moves faster, the duration
of the temporal stimulus is overestimated
(e.g., Mate et al., 2009) compared to
static or slower moving environments.
The interpretation of types of studies into
the subjective dilation of time can be
roughly summarized as faster movement,
or movement toward rather than mov-
ing away from the observer, yielding a
faster ticking internal clock, resulting in
the subjective duration of the stimulus
lengthening. These effects are most likely
driven by early visual processes that detect
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the (number of) changes in a display
(Droit-Volet and Wearden, 2002), possi-
bly as early as the primary visual cor-
tex (Kanai et al., 2006). Typically, these
types of studies ask participants to esti-
mate the duration of stimuli that move on
the screen, demonstrating that the subjec-
tive perception of time can be affected by
perceiving third-person movement. Here
we address the question whether simu-
lated first-person perspective movement
also affects the estimation of time. If these
effects generalize to first-person perspec-
tive, this might have direct consequences
for naturalistic, real-life settings such as

the subjective evaluation of driving speed
and speed limits. That is, faster speeds
result in faster movement of the scenery,
which might result in a lengthening of sub-
jective time. To offset these effects, drivers
might be tempted to drive faster, giving
rise to more speed violations and a poten-
tial positive correlation between absolute
speed limit and dissatisfaction with these
limits—demonstrating that modulations
of interval timing processes can have sig-
nificant real world implications.

The study was designed to test whether
time dilation effects due to moving stimuli
generalized to first-person perspective,

and what the consequences are on the per-
ceived duration of (short) drives. Using
the driving simulator Distract-R (http://
cog.cs.drexel.edu/distract-r/; see Salvucci,
2009), we recorded a video clip of sev-
eral minutes of a car driving at 100 km/h,
see Panel A of Figure 1. Participants were
acquainted with the standard duration
of 2.5 s by presenting them five unique
2.5 s segments of the video. After this
presentation, participants were trained
on reproducing this interval during 30
reproduction trials. Hereto unique seg-
ments of the video where started, and
participants were asked to indicate when

FIGURE 1 | (A) Depicts a still from the video of which the participants had to
estimate whether the duration was shorter or longer than the standard. (B)

Presents the proportion of long categorizations for the five speed conditions

and the four experimental durations. The inset depicts the relative dilation for
the five speed conditions, derived from the red dots representing the point of
subjective equality.
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the just perceived duration had passed
by pressing a key, after which feedback
(see Kononowicz and van Rijn, 2011, for
details) was provided. The experimental
phase consisted of 200 temporal general-
ization trials, in which participants were
presented video segments of either 2.3,
2.4, 2.6, or 2.7 s and which they had to
categorize as either shorter or longer than
the learned duration. Critically, the video
segments where either taken from the
recorded video, or from video that was
slowed down to represent 50 or 75 km/h,
or that was sped up to 125 or 150 km/h.
Video segments were randomly assigned
to speed conditions. Figure 1B shows the
average proportions of long responses
(38 individuals participated, 3 removed
for not following instructions, all partic-
ipants associated with the University of
Groningen, ethical approval #12242-NE,
Ethical Committee Psychology) separately
for each simulated car-speed condition
(solid lines). The five lines indicate that
participants are sensitive to the dura-
tion manipulation, with shorter durations
less often categorized as long than longer
durations. Moreover, the curves are ver-
tically ordered in line with the depicted
speed, indicating that video clips depict-
ing faster speeds were more likely to be
categorized as long. A binomial linear
mixed effect model (glmer from the lme4
package 1.1–6 in R 3.0.2 using logit as
link-function and estimating fixed-effects
parameters and random effects in a lin-
ear predictor using maximum likelihood),
with centered fixed effects for speed (i.e.,
expressing speed as −50, −25, 25, and
50) and for duration (−0.2, −0.1, 0.1,
0.2) and a random intercept, and separate
random slopes for speed and duration per
participants, confirmed the effects of dura-
tion and speed (βspeed = 0.0187, SE =
0.0025, z = 7.573 and βduration = 3.5432,
SE = 0.4569; z = 7.754 respectively,
ps < 0.0001), the interaction between
duration and speed was not significant
(βspeed × duration = 0.0064, SE = 0.0052,
z = 1.251, p = 0.21), nor was the inter-
cept of the model (βintercept = −0.0756,
SE = 0.0779, z = −0.971, p = 0.33).
Indeed, model comparisons indicate that
the addition of the interaction was not
warranted [χ2

(1) = 1.55, p = 0.2129].
This initial model assumes that there is

a linear effect of speed. Because Figure 1

suggests a nonlinear mapping of speed
on probability long responses, we also
conducted an analysis with speed as a
factorial variable (reference: 100 km/h).
Although this increases the complex-
ity of the model, the fit is sufficiently
improved to select this more complex
model [χ2

(21) = 50.684, p = 0.0003].
As before, the inclusion of the interac-
tion is not warranted [χ2

(4) = 3.3126,
p = 0.5069]. The estimated effect size of
the intercept does not deviate from zero
(β = 0.10391, SE = 0.09179, z = 1.132,
p = 0.258), indicating that no change in
speed does not significantly affect the sub-
jective perception of time. The estimates
for the other four speed conditions are in
the expected direction (β−50 = −1.28323,
SE = 0.20088; β−25 = −0.72023, SE =
0.11840; β25 = 0.41170, SE = 0.09786;
β50 = 0.53864, SE = 0.11022; |z| > 4.2,
p < 0.0001), and the estimated duration
effect is similar to the previous model
(β = 3.56750, SE = 0.46144, z = 7.731,
p < 0.0001). The estimated psychometric
curves resulting from this last model are
plotted in Figure 1B as dotted lines. Note
that these lines are extended beyond the
direct measured data based on the esti-
mates of the binomial linear mixed effect
model.

The circles drawn around the inter-
sections between the fitted speed-specific
psychometric functions and the p(long)
= 0.5 line represent the point of subjec-
tive equality (PSE), that is, at what point
in the duration of the movie clip (would
have) felt as long as the standard dura-
tion of 2.5 s. Note that as the 50% decrease
condition resulted in few long categoriza-
tions, the estimated PSE is extrapolated
from the estimated psychometric function.
On the basis of these data, the inset depicts
the dilation as a function the speed of the
video. At 100 km/h, participants’ estima-
tions are quite accurate, with a dilation of
only 1.0%. For the 50% increase in speed
condition, the subjective lengthening rela-
tive to the baseline condition of 100 km/h
is 7.2%, and for the 25% increase in speed
6.2%. For the 25% decrease in speed, the
subjective shortening is 6.8%, and for the
50% decrease in speed, the extrapolated
estimate is a subjective shortening of 15%.
Over the four conditions, the average effect
of a 10% increase or decrease of speed
on time is a dilation or contraction of

2.4%, indicating that about one fourth of
the objective advantage of increased speed
limits is canceled out by subjective length-
ening of time. These results demonstrate
that the effect of the perception of move-
ment on interval timing extends to move-
ment in first-person perspective, and can
also be observed in naturalistic, yet well
controlled conditions.

These results are in line with the third-
person perspective studies on the effect
of movement on time. That is, the faster
the speed of the car in the video, the
more context changes were perceived in
the video, aligning nicely with the hypoth-
esis that the number of visual changes
drives temporal dilation effects. Although
tested in a different context, this explana-
tion find corroborative support in a study
(Antonson et al., 2009) on the effect of
landscapes on preferred speed in car sim-
ulators, with landscapes richer in details
(i.e., forests compared to open spaces)
associated with slower preferred speeds.
Although this effect is typically explained
by other, higher-level factors, our study
suggests that the rich detail landscapes
might cause internal time to run faster due
to the higher number of changes, causing
participants to drive slower to keep their
subjective speed at comfortable levels. A
similar finding that links the subjective
perception of speed with interval timing is
reported in Rudin-Brown (2004) who has
shown that eye height of a driver affects
preferred speed, with drivers seated higher
preferring faster speeds caused by the sub-
jectively slower movement of the outside
world. As suggested by a reviewer, an ele-
gant test that could provide further links
between laboratory tasks and task-settings
with higher external validity is to com-
pare conditions with meaningful seman-
tic visual context versus phase-scrambled
movies, which would make the current
experiment better comparable to labora-
tory studies in which semantically irrel-
evant movement is provided. Comparing
these results will allow us to assess directly
whether the first-person perspective in
a meaningful context affects subjective
interval timing.

To summarize, this study shows that the
temporal dilation effects observed in lab-
studies on interval timing, including but
not limited to the phenomena discussed
earlier (Eagleman, 2008), have real world
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consequences: if a driver is used to driving
at 100 km/h, and is suddenly allowed to
drive 130 km/h, the dilation of time will
result in an internal experience of approx-
imately 123 km/h. Compensating for this
subjective discrepancy will cause speed-
ing, whereas adherence to the speed limit
will cause the driver to perceive a dis-
crepancy with the enforced limits and
his or her internal evaluation of speed.
Moreover, this study also shows that gen-
eralizing findings from the lab is possible,
and that appealing examples can be found
that demonstrate the relevance for interval
timing in real-world settings.
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